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Abstract Similar to the already proposed CorV/IPV method use the correlation function for 
damage detection, this paper proposes three new damage detection methods (AMV method, 
CMV method and CZV method) also based on that, which can all be called as correlation-
function-based structural damage detection methods. Firstly the theory of the correlation 
function of vibration response under sinusoidal excitation is studied, based on which the three 
new damage indexes are proposed. Difference of the damage index is formed as the damage 
location index to locate the damage. Numerical simulation of the stiffness reduction of an 8-
story frame structure is provide to compare the detect ability of the proposed three new meth-
ods and CorV/IPV method. The damage detection results show that the proposed three new 
methods can not only effectively locate the damage even when noise exists but also require no 
reference point compared to CorV/IPV method, among which AMV method is the best. As on-
ly the structural vibration responses of measurement points before and after damage are 
needed for damage detection, these methods can be applied to structural health monitoring. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

During functional age many large structures may experience some local damage, which re-
duces structural reliability and durability, this may cause catastrophic, economic and human 
life loss. How to detect the damage as soon as it appears attracts significant attention of engi-
neers and researchers in recent years. The process of utilizing a damage detection strategy for 
engineering structures can be defined as Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [1]. 

Damage detection by correlation function has been widely discussed by researchers and 
utilized in practical applications. Yang and Yu proposed a damage detection method based on 
Cross Correlation Function Amplitude Vector (CorV) [2]. The CorV of a structure is related 
to the frequency response function (FRF) under a steady random excitation with a specific 
frequency spectrum and the normalized CorV has a specific shape, which is useful for struc-
tural damage detection. Based on the concept of CorV and NExT [3, 4], Yang and Wang [5-7] 
proposed a damage detection method using the inner product vector (IPV) of structural re-
sponses. The IPV is proved to be a weighted summation of the mode shapes and can be di-
rectly calculated from the time domain vibration responses subject to white noise excitation. 
The effectiveness of the IPV method was demonstrated by delamination damage detection for 
a composite laminate beam and various damage detection experiments. Both of the CorV and 
IPV method have a high degree of accuracy in locating the damage. 

In this paper three new correlation-function-based damage detection methods are proposed. 
Firstly, the theory of cross correlation function of vibration response under sinusoidal excita-
tion is studied and based on that the damage indexes are proposed. Then stiffness reduction 
detection of an 8-story frame structure is used to compare these proposed methods and 
CorV/IPV method. Finally, some conclusions are summarized. 

2 THEORY OF CROSS CORRELATION FUNCTION AND DAMAGE INDEX 

2.1 Cross correlation function  

Assuming the standard matrix equations of motion is given by 

                          )()()()( tttt fKxxCxM                                                (1) 
where M  is the mass matrix, C  is the damping matrix, K  is the stiffness matrix, f  is a vec-
tor of forcing functions and x  is the vector of displacements. Real normal modes and propor-
tional damping KMC    are assumed.  

Suppose ikx  and jky  are responses at point i  and j  due to input kf  at point k , ikx is from 

structural health state s1 and jky  is from structural health state s2 
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where ir , kr  is the i th and k th component of mode shape rΨ  of structural health state s1 

and js , ks  is the j th and k th component of mode shape sΦ  of structural health state s2, 

respectively. The function 
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where im  is the i th modal mass, i
n  is the i th modal frequency, )(

2

1 i
ni

n

i 

   is the 

i th modal damping ratio, and 2)(1 ii
n

i
d    is the i th damped modal frequency.  

The cross correlation function )(TRij  of ikx  and jky  can be defined [8] 

 )()()( tyTtxETR jkikij                                                      (5) 

where E  is the expectation operator. 
Substitute Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (5) results in 
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Suppose the input kf  is sinusoidal excitation, the auto correlation function of the input can 

be written as 
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where kX  and kf ,0  are amplitude and frequency of the sinusoidal excitation, respectively. 

Using the definition of )(tg  from Eq. (4) and substituting Eq. (7) into the Eq. (6), the cross 
correlation function )(TRij  can be written as 

                                                            jk
T
iij TTR γΛβ )()(                                                         (8) 
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modal parameters of the structure. 

2.2 Damage index  

While the damage index of CorV method is formed by the maximum values of the cross 
correlation function of responses, the damage index of IPV method is formed by the point ze-
ro value of the cross correlation function of responses, CorV method and IPV method can be 
both regarded as the damage detection methods based on the correlation function. But from 
the definition of CorV and IPV, they both need to set a reference point, which indicates spe-
cial reliability of that point. In this section, three new damage indexes are proposed without 
the use of a reference point. 

2.2.1. AMV method  

If two signals are the same when calculating the cross correlation function, the cross corre-
lation function can be also called as auto correlation function. Set the maximum value of the 
auto correlation function of the responses from different measurement points as a vector 
                                 T

nnAMV TRTRTR ))](max()),...,(max()),([max( 2211R                              (9) 

where ))(max( TRii  ni ,...,2,1  is the maximum value of the auto correlation function of the 

response from measurement point i , which is the same as the point zero value of the auto cor-
relation function of the response from measurement point i . 

In the definition of the cross correlation function Eq. (8), there is a multiplying constant re-
ferring to the sinusoidal excitation. In order to eliminate the influence of the excitation, the 
vector should be normalized. AMVR  is normalized by its root mean square value: 
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where n  is the element number in the vector AMVR . 

In the following sections the normalized AMV is still denoted by the symbol AMVR  for the 

sake of convenience. Then the relative change of AMVR  at measurement point i  is defined as: 
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where s2 and s1 indicate different structural health states, for example, s2 is the damaged 
structural health state and s1 is the intact structural health state. Thus, the damage index of the 
auto correlation function without reference point at maximum point value vector (AMV) 
method can be defined as T

nAMVAMVAMVAMV DDD ],...,[ ,2,1,D . 

2.2.2. CMV method and CZV method  

Set the maximum value of the cross correlation function of the response from the same 
measurement point between structural health state s1 and structural health state s2 as a vector 
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where ))(max( 21 TR ss
ii , ni ,...,2,1  is the maximum value of the cross correlation function of 

the response from measurement point i  between health state s1 and health state s2. 
Different from the auto correlation function, the maximum value and the point zero value 

of the cross correlation function is normally not the same. So similarly, set the point zero val-
ue of the cross correlation function from the same measurement point between structural 
health state s1 and structural health state s2 as a vector 
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where )0(21ss
iiR , ni ,...,2,1  is the point zero value of the cross correlation function of the re-

sponse from measurement point i  between structural health state s1 and structural health state 
s2.  

Like AMVR , CMVR and CZVR  are normalized by their root mean square value. After they are 

normalized, the relative change between CMVR  and AMVR , CZVR  and AMVR can be written 
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Thus, the damage index of the cross correlation function without reference point at maxi-
mum point value vector (CMV) method can be defined as T

nCMVCMVCMVCMV DDD ],...,[ ,2,1,D , 

similarly, the damage index of the cross correlation function without reference point at point 
zero value vector (CZV) method can be defined as T

nCZVCZVCZVCZV DDD ],...,[ ,2,1,D . 
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3 NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

An 8-story shear frame structure, as shown in Figure 1, is adopted as the numerical simula-
tion model in this paper. Assume that the mass of every story is centralized on its floor, the 
stiffness of each floor is supplied by the braces, and the stiffness in y  direction is much larger 
than that in x  direction. So only the movement in x  direction is considered. 

 
Figure 1. 8-Story Frame Structure 

The mass im  of each floor is 1 kg and the stiffness coefficient ik  of each floor is 25,000 

N/m ( 8,...,2,1i ). Based on these assumptions, the mechanical model of the frame structure 
can be expressed as an 8-dof discrete system. The mass matrix and stiffness matrix of the sys-
tem can be written as 
                                             ],,,,,,,[ 87654321 mmmmmmmmdiagM                                     (16) 
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The damage of the frame structure is simulated by reducing the stiffness coefficient of one 
floor. In the following, the stiffness coefficient of floor 3, 5, 7 is reduced by 5% as damage, 
respectively. The different structural health states can be seen in Table 1. The first natural fre-
quency of the frame structure is 4.64Hz. When the damage occurs in the structure, the relative 
change of the first natural frequency is also shown in Table 1. As can be seen from Table 1, 
the first natural frequency of the structure changes only a little compares to the intact structure 
when damage exists. So the damage that occurs in the structure is very small. 

Structural health state I10 D13 D15 D17 
Damage location / 3 5 7 

Damage extents/% / 5 5 5 
First frequency 

change/% 
/ -0.49 -0.28 -0.08 

Table 1. Different structural health state of the frame structure 
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A 5 Hz sinusoidal excitation is used as excitation applied on the first floor. The excitation 
has the duration of 16s with sample frequency of 1024 Hz. As the acceleration response is 
much easier to get, we use acceleration to compute the damage index of the proposed damage 
detection methods. The Wilson-θ method is utilized to get the acceleration of different struc-
tural health states. 

Damage index of the proposed AMV method, CMV method and CZV method respectively 
can be calculated. Set the structural health state I10 as s1 and the structural health state D13, 
D15 and D17 respectively as s2 in Eqs. (11), (14) and (15). The results are shown in Figure 
2(a), Figure 3(a) and Figure 4(a). From these figures, the change of the damage index with 
measurement point can be called ‘step change’ [6]. So in order to make the damage more ob-
vious, define the damage location index of these methods 
                                                               iii DDD ,1,5.0,                                                        (18) 

where the abrupt change in damage index D  corresponds to the local maximum of D . The 
abrupt change can be considered as a result of the damage in the structure. Then, if the local 
maximum of D  occurs in 5.0i , the damage is located between measurement point i  and 

1i . 
The damage location index is shown in Figure 2(b), Figure 3(b) and Figure 4(b). In order 

to compare the detection ability of the correlation-function-based damage detection methods, 
the damage detection results of CorV method and IPV method are also plotted in these figures. 
Set the reference point of the CorV method and IPV method as measurement point 1. 

          
                            (a) Damage index                                                  (b) Damage location index 

Figure 2. Damage detection result of structural state D13 

          
                            (a) Damage index                                                  (b) Damage location index 

Figure 3. Damage detection result of structural state D15 
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                            (a) Damage index                                                 (b) Damage location index 

Figure 4. Damage detection result of structural state D17 

In Figure 2(a), the damage indexes of AMV method, CMV method and CZV method 
change sharply from measurement point 2 to 3, correspondingly in Figure 2(b) the damage 
location indexes of these methods have a peak value at measurement point 2.5, which indi-
cates that the damage is located between measurement point 2 and 3. In Figure 3(a), the dam-
age indexes of AMV method, CMV method and CZV method change rapidly from 
measurement point 4 to 5, correspondingly in Figure 3(b) the damage location indexes of 
these methods have a peak value at measurement point 4.5, which indicates that the damage 
location is between measurement point 4 and 5. In Figure 4(a), the damage indexes of AMV 
method, CMV method and CZV method have a rapid change from measurement point 6 to 7, 
correspondingly in Figure 4(b) the damage location index have the peak value at measurement 
point 6.5, which indicates that the damage is located between measurement point 6 and 7. 
From these three damage detection results, the peak value of the damage location index of 
AMV method, CMV method and CZV method is just the location of the damage simulated. 
So the damage location index of these methods can all locate the damage effectively. 

In Figure 2-Figure 4, the damage location index of the AMV method at the peak value is 
much larger than the other four methods, while at the other measurement locations, their val-
ues are nearly the same, which makes the damage location more obvious to identify. Further-
more, the AMV method uses no reference point when calculating the damage location index 
in compare to the IPV and CorV method. Thus we can infer that the AMV method is better 
than the other four correlation-function-based damage detection methods. 

 
Figure 5-Figure 7 displays the damage location index change with the stiffness reduction 

of the three structural health states. The damage is simulated by reducing the stiffness of the 
corresponding floor from 0%-50% respectively. As CorV method and IPV method both need 
the reference point and have similar detection ability shown in Figure 2-Figure 4, only the 
damage detection results of IPV method, AMV method, CMV method and CZV method are 
plotted. As seen from these figures, the damage location indexes of these four methods have 
the same phenomenon. The damage location index of the proposed three damage detection 
methods at the damage location changes with the stiffness reduction: if the stiffness reduction 
becomes larger, the damage location index becomes larger. On the other hand, the other 
points nearly do not show any change when the damage becomes severer. Therefore, the 
damage location index of these four methods all have the ability to show how severe the dam-
age is. If the damage location index is monitored, we can find the damage location, and we 
can know how severe the damage is. This is very important and suitable for the online struc-
tural health monitoring.  
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              Figure 5. DLI of damage at location 3                          Figure 6. DLI of damage at Location 5 

          
             Figure 7. DLI of damage Location 7                               Figure 8. Structural health state D13 

               
                   Figure 9. Structural health state D15                           Figure 10. Structural health state D17 

Noise is common in real life, which affects the response of the structure. So in this section 
noise is added to the response to verify the robustness of the proposed methods. Suppose that 
the measurement noise is Gaussian noise with standard deviation   which depends on the 
noise level, and the measurement noise is independent of the value of the vibration response 
without measurement noise. The noise level is defined as 

                                                          %100
)(

)(


xrms

rms
nl


                                                       (19) 

where )(rms  indicates the root mean square value of the signal, x  is the signal without 
measurement noise and   is the added noise of x . 
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Figure 8-Figure 10 display the damage detection results when different noise level is added 
to the response signal. As can be seen in Figure 8-Figure 10, when noise level is low (5%), 
the damage location indexes of the AMV method, CMV method and CZV method change lit-
tle from the original damage location index without noise. When the noise level increases to 
20%, the changes are bigger, but even that, the damage location indexes of the proposed three 
methods can still locate the damage. Compared to the results obtained by IPV method, the 
proposed three methods have the same anti-noise ability. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the cross correlation function of vibration signals under sinusoidal excitation 
is investigated. Damage indexes of AMV method, CMV method and CZV method are pro-
posed based on that. Stiffness reduction detection of an 8-story frame structure shows that the 
proposed methods can locate the damage effectively even when the damage is very small. Be-
sides, they all have very good anti-noise ability. Among the three methods proposed in this 
paper, CorV method and IPV method, AMV method can locate the damage more efficiently. 
Moreover, it also has the advantage of no use of the reference point. 

Although the damage location index increases when the damage becomes severer, this is 
just the case for same damage location, thus it can imply the damage extent of that location. 
While the damage location indexes of the proposed methods have an unknown relationship 
with the damage extent in different locations, these correlation-function-based methods can-
not be utilized to evaluate the damage extent quantitatively. This is still future work be done. 
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